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r
i l l be Id review >« a very si^pi ? t: r

tive way, the main trends offmenoatenological Cos»c3ogy

severe presented ir

I tilll begin »L%h A sketchy view of the fashionable ?

Model^^^ránT thaw pwsseT^^imroduL-'. itF most preteri-

variant, th« Symmetric Model,

I) The Standard Model

On a larga scale (which could be characterized by Jer.gtitf? .-.f .

few h;jndred3 of Megaparseo) the Universe appears to be isotrcpic

and homogeneous. Its content may be described es matter <çalixi.es,

int«rgmiacti«.*jas) immerseo in AP. electromagnetic bath. Matter do-

minates the energy density nowadays* but we shall see that This vc^

not always the case. Relativistic Cosmology applies Einsteir's

equation*•

CD

to the Universe at a whole.

The energy-momentum tensor if, for en isotropic ideal fluid,
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This should give z fair approximation for times not enormously

remote but interactions, oetween the constituents n*ve to be accounted

for in stages where nigh densities appear. Equations (1; and (2) are

â system of ten coupled partial differential equations for the compo-

nents of the metric tensor, eight of which can be solved without great

trouble to give the Robertson-talker metric,

(herein integration constants and units have been chosen as to make

the expression simpler). The parameter ^ is restricted to the valu ;s

0 ^ad -1, and Rit) it> a scale function, related to tne mass density o

and pressure "p1 by tne two remaining equations:

Eq. (I) says that the total entropy is oonstant: it may be written
j

as d£« - pdV and the thermodynamical identity dE» TdS - pdV implies

.dS«ü.

The present value of the function H(t) is Hucole's constant,^,

H Q « 5 0 km Mpc sec" . It is convenient to define the "critical densi-

ty"

(6)
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Froft eq.(5) we may obtain the expression for the present density:

Notice that the three-dimensional curvature scalar Jt/^of the

space section of the four-space defined by eq.(3) has its sign deter-

mined by the parameter

« • * • •

If SI > 1 , the curvature is positive and space is closed. If

SI ^ 1 we have an open Universe. It is of course difficult to

know the value of po , because of the possible existence of up-to-

now undetected material. A recent estimate , taking into account ga

laxy counts, outside limits on the densities of gas and dust, cons-

traints on the number of black-holes and the age of the Universe, be-

sides a few other indirect criteria, gives forA a value 0.06*0.02.

This means that, to our present knowledge, the Universe is open.

An analysis of eqs.CO and (5) shows that R(t) is a monotonous

function of t and that it has necessarily a zero (in the past,because

of the present day expansion). The instant for which R(t)«0 is usually

taken as t»0. The history of the Universe is fixed by the functions o

and f » for which the Standard Model takes

- . -_ (9)P*. ; 7

, the sums of contributions

from Matter and radiation:



^ » m (>mf + A 4 (10)

Once these expressions are put into eqs.CO and (5), one finds
—if —3

that when R(t> decreases A, increases as R and fl^. as ft .So,

for a tine snail enough (tá 10 years), radiation dominates. It is

found that

RT * constant (11)

and that, when radiation domina-

tes,

-*fc3c> 1 t-'« . (i2,

The temperature increases indefinitely when t —• 0. Here some-

thing should be said on the conposition of blackbody radiation at

very high temperatures. Particles and their respective antiparticles

ar* present^if an appreciable amount of photons have energies above
(u)the pair creation threshold and their number is easily estimated .

So, as temperature grows up, the energy density of the radiation is

successively shared among the photons, electrons, muons, mesons and

baryons. It turns out that the density is dominated by a different

kind of particle for each temperature and this leads to a division

of the early history of the Universe into «res. Each era is characte-



d by the prevailing type of particle an<i >•>•• •*"*-.-. \-'r-:-/-- -••?-. i ^-'-~--~

aes which they car. experience.

1. Initial period (t -S 10~ s e c ) : rtensitv ( •£> 10" ::-r." -, : •••«•-

p°rature (kT£ 1 GeV) are tor larga fer çny >.7>?'<:. - .,i.v.r " v N a r<"'

plicable. There has been of course much spsrulatl-r". " > O U L tnis r^ri

mainly related to the possible formation of pri^^s^-^i ir-cnovarf l:i

Archcons , Planckions and other entit:'?* would he yizjutlr>r 'h1* ' nive

at that time. We shall not discuss this sv.fc.i?.?t *i»r«. hw-itver r̂-'-'.t

itE interest may be.

2. hadron era (ti-lO™ sec, kT £ 10" MeV): strcrgly im-..:• r ̂,.i.::

particles dominate the composition of universal radiation. Th<» ":'••:-

a general theory for the #ti»ng interactions is a r-.ssxy h-indifcp s>:

the attempts to fttudy this period are based on models. 'The prpfi-rr^
íG 7 8)

model has been ' * Hagedorn's, a statistical dearripticn • f -~^. r

pie production which .-.«t great ieikomenclogical success1" . it pi .^3

an equation of state for :.adron matter, whic>\ is a great ic^ii^"?'!

It predicts the density of hadron states to be of the form

where all the parameters (a,b,?r) ar« fitted to experiment.-!! ri*:-j.'i~s

The partition function

«

Z (V =J
diverges ae T approaches the

hich so appeals as an uppe

mit for all temperatures. If we accept this, while sticking to a

critical temperature fc *2 x 10 OK, which so appeals as an upper li
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Friedmann universe even at such tines, the system would initially be

in a netastable state. An alternative would be to abandon Friedmann

model or even classical General Relativity, which would delight some

of the people who dislike the primaeval singularity.

The main interest in the study of hadron era is the possible

existence of condensations which would be at the origin of galaxies

and clusters.

Primaeval inhomogeneities could develop in this model but the

hadron era would last for larger than in other cases (maybe up to one

year). This has the great inconvenient of making cosmic production

of Helium quite improbable. Hagedorn's model is of course subject to

«rttIniftm) * '. Some of its recent reformulations preserve its succes-

sful experimental predictions while dropping the existence of a
(9)highest temperature . To take a definite position about the subiect

is certainly premature.
3* lepton era (t«$ 1 sec, kT^l NeV): electrons and muons are

dominant. The large amount of energetic electrons make neutrons <md

protons to be in numerical equilibrium and the synthesis of,light

elements is possible. The original motivation for'fVmw 's proposal

of what became the Standard Model was precisely Helium synthesis. He

obtained a good number for ratio, .£aL— * O. SL 5 f and this

was its first and lone success up to the discovery of the background

radiation in 196$. It should be noticed that at kT * 10 MeV the mass

of the pairs contained in the radiation is of the same order as the

present day mass in the Universe. Before that, the amount of the mat-

tar which is not in the radiation becomes mora and mora negligible and
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the Universe is practically symmetric.

H. radiative ara (t^ 10 years.fcT £ n«3 «V>: photons finally do-

minate the composition of the blackbody radiation. At tjslC years

matter becomes the main contributor to the total density. This period

ends when recombination takes place. The mean free path of the photons

becomes very large as matter neutralizes and they decouple to constitu-

te the blackbody background. This solves a great mystery: why should

the universal radiation to have a Planckian distribution

.-1

which is valid for. photons in thermal equilibrium with matter, when

there is no such equilibrium today ? The answer lays on the existence

of equilibrium in the past and on the fact that the distribution <1»O

is invariant under expansion, because of eq.(ll). It is true that only

the Rayleigh-Jeans sector of the spectrum has been firmly stablished.

for frequencies in the pure Planckian region, emission in the

atmosphere make measurements difficult but several limits on the flux

indicate clearly a deviation from Jeans1 law in the good direction.

The prediction of the existence of the background radiation is the

greatest achievement of the model. Moreover, it can also explain the

formation of those light elements which stars seem unable to produce.

The difficulties shown by Pacheco in his lecture are small as compared

with the positive results. Nevertheless, despite its successes and

above all its capacity to coherently arrange all the present-day obser

vational results, the Standard Model is not quite above criticism. For

instance, it gives no satisfactory interpretation for the origin of

galaxies and clusters. Gravitation instability cannot explain thaw
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unless the initial fl notations are supposed to have an ad hoc ampli

tude and to have appeared in a convenient epoch. Also the trade1 has

an extra free parameter» the entropy per baryon. This entropy is re-

lated to the ratio between the pfcoton number density to the baryon

number density, which is at present

« 7.0x10'** Sl.llkJ*' , (is)
\\ SO/

through

s 3.

Attempts to explain this high value for C in the usual picture

of the model have failed and it remains as something like a uni-

versal constant.

It is also a source of uneasiness the fact that initial"1"/ th? bi-

ryon over antibaryon excess is negligible for ali óyn*r.'••':*! purposes

and the Universe looked at first like a synmetric one. ' .>.e exo^s

which is seen today, if we suppose no galaxies +o be forner! vy ar.ti-

r.atter, is to be interpreted as coming from a rethpr arbitrar"* initial

condition.

A certain disconfort, apparently felt onlv by some physicists, co

mes from the idea that the strict matter-antimatter pyrmptrv ^ the

equations of fundamental physics finds no correspondent in fie larç-.

It is true that no argument exist to suppose this pi'ii »i nvr'-nr-*:. ,

which would mean that all additive quantum numbers ^ h a r - y>*r\>or>

number, lepton numbers) Vanish. Only the electric cy>xv-e rxr \-^ ^hovn

to be zero, by integrating ^*t a P over the universe. Fur tha

other numbers, no analogous to Maxwell's equation are known and no-
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thing can be said. All these difficulties* ohiective or net, are ir.

principle removed by Omnès' model.

II. The Symmetric Model

Symmetric models have been proposed and analyser) since nany

(8)

years. I shall here concentrate in Omnes model , which seems nowa-

days to be the irost reliable one. Tt preserves the advantages of the

Standard model while trying to re.-r.e.-iy the above mentioned drawbacks.

It has one fundamental hypothesis There was on.ly the Mackbody radia

tion in the beginning, with all the particles and antiparticles which

are its components at very high temperatures. Omnês proposed two inde

pendent mechanisms, one for creating primaeval condensations during

the hadron era, another to make them grow into protogalaxies or proto

clusters during the radiative period. The first mechanism is a r>hase

transition, the second is a coalescence process.
(12 13)Many arguments were advanced * for rhe existence of a phase

transition in blackbody radiation at a few hundreds of M«v, by wfclc"".

it becomes an inhomogeneous fluid with a large numbers of re gin-." ••••*•

matter ar.d antinatter reparated by a contact 3ay*»r where «nnihi' â -.r-

takes place. A nodel estimate cf the critical te-̂ n-r-iture ' is

JrT » 300 MeV. Below that, matter and antimatter ten<* to H.x anrt v̂ -jl.;

annihilate completely were they not kept apart vv the pressure exer-

ted by the annihilation products coming from the intermediate i3'-~.r.

This pressure generates important notions Ir. tr.* liuid. Every tiirt

two distinct regions of, say, antimatter meet they fuse and so the

average size of the regions increase with tine. Once this process of

coalescence sets up, annihilation is so much reduced that the ratioQ

becomes nearly constant. Near the critical temperature ty was of the

order of unity and its decrease as a function of time can be approxi-
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mately estimated. Coalescence is at work till the epoch of recombina-

tion, when the average mass of a region can be of the order of a ga-

laxy mass. A detailed analysis leads to a new division of the early

history of Universe into periods, which superpose to the above eras:

~6sea£t$10~s1) a separation period U0~6sea£t$10~s, 10*V£kT£, 300 MeV), at

end of which a typical condensation mass is ft 10 g;

2) an annhilation period (til.600 sec, 300MeV£ kT& 30 KeV), du-

which *l decreases to i

end, a typical mass is * 1CT

ring which *l decreases to its present diy order of magnitude; at its

3) a coalescence period (1.600 sec^t^lO years» 30 KeV£kT*,0.f

e V); recombination is retarded in the symmetric model, due to the io

nJLzing effect of X's rays coming from the thermaliiation of annihila-

tion/'* ; there is an uncertainty about the events near the end of the

period, but it seems clear that the typical mass can be a galaxy's or

a duster's.

Let us make a few comments on each of these periods.

1) The separation period:

Amongst the many attempts'2»7'15) made to find mechanisms for ge-

nerating seed condensations Which could be at the origin of the lar-

gest inhomogeneities in the Universe, we shall here only consider

Omnês conjecture. Maybe some Intuition of the phase transition would

come from the following picture: the blaekbody radiation, whose tem-

perature is controlled by the metric through eq.(12), contains an

enormous amount of baryons and antibaryons. These annihilate (mainly

into pions) •vxy time they meet each other, through ah exoteraic

reaction. This would tend to increase the temperature, which if im-

possible. Then, the particles shall show an inclination to stand

away from their antipartieles.
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From a more elaborate point of view, this effect is a consequence

of an statistical repulsion between nucleons and antinucleons which

exists if the mesons are considered to be their bound states, as in

old Fermi-Yang model. A feeling of it can be obtained by writting

down the free energy of a gas containing mesons, nucleons and anti-

nucleons up to the second order in the virial series. The virial coef

ficient related to N S scattering is given by Beth-Uhlenbeck formula .

For each partial wave, the contribution is

(17)

If the partial wave has a bound state, Levinson theorem implies a

decreasing phase-shift and so a positive contribution to the virial

coefficient. This is characteristic of a repulsive interaction. Of

course, the second order is surely inadequate, as the densities are

of the order of the nuclear matter. It is even possible that the whole

series have no meaning, but we can forget this for a moment and study

in detail what happens in this order. Usually, if a phase transition

is found in this approximation, the higher orders are able to change

drastically the critical point but not to erase the very existence of
•í

the phenomenon. By usiftg phase-shifts obtained from a bootstrap model ;
_ • Í

for N N Interaction, the existence of the separation is stablished at ;

a critical temperature JcT «300 MeV(14). To have this result, it is -

essential to suppose that'the mesons are themselves part of the ther- *

mal radiation, besides being N ft bound states. Such a procedure is í
(16) 1suggested by the S-matrix formulation of Statistical Mechanics ,but 1

it should be emphasized that no classical analogue», to this phenomenon

exists. It has- been recently analysed from different points of view'

and the issue is not clear. The correct behaviour of the phase-shifts J
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(1S)could be found experimentally , but this

n o to confirm it.

Howmv«r, suppose the complete equation of stat* t> : =-v :

repulsive character exhibited above. In this case, r # *<•-••? t *•:.--

kind for which the separation has been rigorously nr-.-.̂  ''" • ••;

ture of two species of particles with repulsion between t- **' ••>:;>:<-

tides. This proof allows also a rough estimate nf tm» -rirr

perature<lv) and gives kTfi *«»00 MeV Above this valv.e, the ,\'.s

the general aspect ef an emulsion, with a great number of :::;:?'

regions of matter and antimatter.

These is of course no claim to any proof of the existent

phase transition to have baen given. For the tine beinsr, i* ^

plausible conjecture. Any other mechanism to gererate primiovni con-

densations at the hadron era should be. fiomrlemented afterwards: th*?

whole matter contained inside one particle'8 horizon at fi- *>c.
32would have too small a mass <~10 g). We shall, only puvr>or,-"> -. r *->:

this time the Universe is constituted !>y A fi.uiíi rrsôtru-í.ir«r .u» e<vjl-
(21)cion #, with matter and antimatter star.ding apart and dl'

:.'•?•• ir =i

large number of "bubbles". The considerations irhieh follovf <*o not li

pend on how this situation has been arrived at. Notic« that » :./

oal uncertainty remains. Evan accepting the existence of the ph-eic

transition above, the sice of the regions could be much modified (as

critioal parameters usually do) by the higher virial terms. This- slz-

will be taken as initial value in the subsequent enlarging processes

and uncertainties will rasult for the final value of Q

annihilation priod

Below tha critical tawparature, baryons and antibaryons tend to

mix by diffusion. An important point is that annihilation is enncen-
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t r s t e i . :..r> t h e i n t e r m e d i a t e l a y e r , vhnr-z. ^ . ' ' " i •••,•/ "• ••» i v .. • •

rJora w.ali-: r^flso^ing) t o be ÇS ^~h^~\ , ;/--.•• r>7 ,i :,", S . ' '"

tal air;! the annihilation proton mean free ?<>th. T ! : ••'.?:< ;••» ' •

much smaller than the typical size of a rrgic;, •'r'-iu-;j.r-ly ,'•

diffusion length 1, - tTÕt" ) , ao th#t the f "..'.«••-: '•'.:'o" ir

like feetur«s, Neutrons dominate the diffusion '.;p to kT * 1 ''c . • '"

they disappear. After that, the proton diffusion Is lftg«> rt«*r:-•.•)••;-r.r t>.c.'

the simple grouth by expansion to the end of the p
<?*>'••

of the annihilation products have been examined in detail " . .*~e

are, ultimately, neutrinos, f -rays and electrons. The form»!- * ••oi-

ple very early and the later produce, by acting on the *h*->*n?; •*>«•

trons and photons, a large amount of X-rays, ^has*? transfer * r. ; ,«- .̂_;

dium the energy and momentum. Below kTsr30 Y-nV, the morw-ur, rr/.fssç

create» a pressure discontinuity in the layer, which yuBhw? 7tw:.l':;;n*.

and antinucleons apartand Whose dyna»ic*l conse^encp vd •. î ••••••A-

l*aceii«e. Once this becomes effective, annihilation causes ?>o ri-.re

appre ,ciab?.e changes in the ratio 1\ , so that at t ^ l O w e i" '1.3;-

already its present day value.

The real calculation of ^ is a difficult mathematical prcr-er-,

involving the solution of the diffusion equation with moving r-'jnv-i*

riei of arbitrary shape. Some simplified models can !>« worked o ;-r

and give encouraging results. The most simple-minded of them supposes

matter to be initially concentrated in a great number of delta-"ike

distributions equally spaced at intervals of the order of the typical

sixe. This gives*}» 10~ . The situation is complicated by the presence

of two effects which oppose each other: the large-scale conservation

of the baryon number implies strong correlations (a point raised by

Zeldovich) and these are partially broken by turbulence induced by

''trone;
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thermal-neutrino viscosity. The analysis of all these points gives
-12 —8

values fortl ranging from 5x10 (no turbulence) to 6x10 (with

maximal turbulence effect).

The knowledge of tt as a function of t is of fundamental importance

to the study of the nucleosynthesis of light elements» for which some
(24)

difficulties have been recently reported.At the onset of coales-
1512cence, uncertainties in the mass of a typical condensation(«10 g)

reflect the doubts on its value at separation time, besides 1's own

uncertainties. In any case a strong multiplying mechanism is needed.

3) The coalescence period

Some progress has been nade in the knowledge of what goes on du-

ring the late radiative era ( 2 5 t 2 6' 2 2 ). The kinetics of annihilation

products was worked out in detail and the processes inside the inter-

mediate layer are fairly und«Mtood.

It was said above vhat the system beared some resemblance to an

emulsion. Well, emulsions characteristically exhibit the phenomenon

of coalescence: regions ofithe emulsified substance tend to fuse so

that their average sise increases with time. This is a mere consequen

ce of the surface free energy being proportional to the surface, which

so tends to be minimized at equilibrium. However, thermodynamics has

to handled with great case in our case, as temperature gradients are

present. Moreover, we have equal concentrations of solvent and solute

and this is a situation for which Emulsion Scienoe is not well deveio-

A most significant result from the study of the kinetics is that

the momentum release creates a preasure discontinuity through the

annihilation layer, and that this discontinuity is, at a point of the

"surface" of average radium R, equal to
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where at s {a/3) J V , . ( J is the momentum flux and \0 is

the mean free path of the thermal photons). This equation is well

known in Surface Science: it is the Laplace-Kelvin formula with a sur

face tension coefficient U (htre perfectly well known), and is valid

in any real emulsion . So, our system is much more akin to an emul-

sion than it could be guessed at first sight. From the kinetics, the

hydrodynamic equations for the matter, as well as those for the matter

plus radiation system, are obtained. The equations for the matter

allow to calculate the numbec of annihilation per unit of surface and

to prove that this rate is small enough to maintain Jj practically cons

tant. From the equations for the global system, the most interesting

is the modified Navier-Stokas equation,

(19)
• 'li. i *» — T nr ' \ ~ 'i

Consider a large volume V of the fluid, inside which the total con

tact surface is S. The typical size L of a region will be characteri-

zed by

L * ¥ . (20)
S

If we multiply eq.(19) by ̂  and take its average over V, the last

term can be shown to be negligible during most of the radiative period.

When this is the case, the remaining terns lead to an ordinary diffe-

rential equation for L(t), with the solutions
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= 5.

= H.
» (21)

A difficulty comes from the viscosity term in eq.(19): near the

end of the period it becomes important, so that the solutions (21) are

no more valid (to my knowledge nobody has been able to solve the com-

plete equation by now/. Anyhow, they show a very rapid growth of the

regions with time. Another difficulty is the recombination epoch, which

is longuer and comes later in the symmetric model. Only to check the

capacity of coalescence to produce large masses, we may take the usual

recombination time (t*10 years) and extrapolate the second of eqs.

(21). We find Msr^mL
3«10 g.forJ*.*0.06. This has no real significance

as a number, but shows that this mechanism is able to develop masses

as large as a cluster's.

Reynold's number can be calculated and shown to be small, so that

no turbulence is present. At the end of the period this no more valid.

It is interesting to recall here two results from Emulsion Science:

first, at high concentration of the "solute" there is a high probabi-

lity of having infinite (that is, with one dimension comparable to the

size of the container) droplets; second, that a very efficient means

to break them is viscosity . So, at the end of the period the sys-

tem would consist of a certain number of "infinite" regions of matter

(and antimatter), which ar« progressively broken as the viscosity term

becomes impoi-iû i.. ;uite independently of any consideration of Emulsion

Science, Stecker and Puget have shown that turbulence could he at work

at the recombination epoch and could be at the origin of the gala~
(28)xles . Good numbers were found both for the masses and angular mo*
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menta.

III.A few remarks on the observational aspects

Despite all calculational difficulties, the Symmetric Model so-:-<

to be able to improve on the Standard Model by explaining the hir-;v

value of the entropy per baryon and the origin of the larpest inhomo-

geneities. Clearly, much remains to be done to lessen the incertain-

ties in the calculations. In particular, the difficulties with Heliu

synthesis will not be clarified before^(t) is reasonable well

known and this would be a very good test for the Model. Another ?<?..•;;

could come from "he study of the recombination epoch which last3

a lon^ time due to the presence of X-rays. This could produce distcr

tions in the black-»body radiation spectrum. Also annihilation wou'M

cause heating of the medium before recombination and upper Units ?. •

(29)
this heating have been recently stablished* . These are specific

tests for Omnes model, the onlv one for which detailed calculations

seem by now feasible. The only observational evidence at present cr>

mes from the atribution by Stecker and collaborators of a bump i-

the diffuse gamma-ray spectrum above 1 f'eV to annihilation. The fit i

excellent but it is still difficult to exclude the possibility of ,r

other non-trivial mechanism.

More general tests concern the prospection of antimatter in the

Universe. Our Galaxy is surely a matter agglomerate and we should I'x

over ways of finding antimatter outside it. It is not excluded that

fraction of the cosmic rays have an extragalactic origin. A theoret

cal upper limit for antiprotons being produced in our neighbourhood

has been proposed recently. If a larger rate were found, we woul

be gathering cosmic antiprotons. This possibility is by now remote,

for they would have fantastic energies and would be verv difficult *
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stop and recognize.

Still another possibility would be the discovery of point f - sour
(32)c*s. This has been analysed by 8t*£gnan for a large variety of

X - sources* with negative results. Still the emission of Jf-rays

from other objects %ML not excluded .

Alternative test», as the det Hon of high-int*r>??it - - :-.- .ut

rays, mv^ under study.

Sunning up: the prospection of antimatter as an widely open fi«sid.

Any new idea would Jumllfr be too welcose.
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